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B.Sc. 5th Semester (Honours) Examination, 2022 (CBCS)

Subject: Physics

Course : CC-XI

Quantum Mechanics & Applications

Full Marks: 40Time: 2 Hours

The figtu'e,s in the margin indicate full marks.

Ccutcliclates are recluired to git,e their ans*-ers in tlteir ow-n ttords
ns.far as practicable.

Swnbols ctnd abbreyiation,g ltave their usuctl nteanings.

1. Answer any five of the following questions:

(a) The trial wavefunction of the one-dimensional infinite square well is given by

2x5=10

if0<x<g
-2

.^otIi<x1a
otherwise

sketch tP(x) and determine the normalization constanr A.

(b) Consider a system described by a state, which is a superposition of two orthonormal states @1

,la
and @2 as V : f *, * ]Or. ato consider an ensemble of 50 identical systems each one of

them in the state of Y. If measurements are done on all of them, how many systems will be

found in each of the states @1 and 02?

(c) Find the spectroscopic notation fbr the ground state configuration of Aluminum Al(Z = 13)

and Scandium (Z :21).

(d) Differentiate between a weak-field Zeeman effect and the Paschen-Back effect in terms of the

relative energy level spacings due to the spin-orbit effect and Zeeman effect.

(e) Which among the following wave functions represents physically acceptable functions:

f (x) = 3sinnx, g(x) = 4 - lxl, h2 (x) = 5*.

What is Bohr magneton? Calculate its value.

Why do all alkali atoms have qualitatively similar spectra?

Please Turn 0ver

(f)

(g)
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Y6(r) : e ao.

(2)

(h) consider a system of three non-interacting identical spin ] particte (each of mass rn ) that
are in the Sflrllr lr r\r sprn state l;;/ and co,fined in one-dimensionar infinite wer of
lerrgth a; V(x) = 0 for 0 < x < a&V(x) = co fbr other values of _t. (Assum e Er, = *#lDetermine energy of the ground state and the first excited state of the svstem.

2. Answer any two of the following questions:

(a) Given that G = -ih(*-;) . Find rhe

7

E
J ""d

5x2=10

uncertainty Ap, in the ground state.

10x2=20

(b) (i) Show that the momentum operator fr is hermitian.

(ii) Show that the commutator [C,t-]is equal to -ht, where all the sl,mbols har.e their
usual meaning. 

l+j=5
(c) (i) wdte a qualitative explanation of the fine-sfucture splitting of spectral 6nes in rerms ofthe interaction ol spin with magnetic moment.

(ii) The yellow line of sodium atom is split into two lines having u a'elen-eths ,5g9.0 nm and589'6 nm because of the transitions 3ps _+ 3Sr and 3pr __+ 3Sr respecrirelr. Find the
value of the effective magnetic field on in" or* 

"l".t.in. ,r-t ;.i-r .,rur.. rnis sptitting.
[Express in terms of Bohr Magneton.] ?+3_S

(d) (i) write the sratistical interpretation of the wave function ry(x,t).
(ii) Show with the help of the Schrodinger equarion that the space-integrared probabilitl, isindependent of time' what is the significance of this result so far as the nornaiization ofthe wave function is concerned. 

rv rqr qJ LrrL rrulr-l1. 
1+4=5

3. Answer any two of the following questions:

(a) (i) write down Schrcidinger equation for the electron of hydrogen arom assuming thenucleus to be stationary. By separatron of the variables, obtain the radial equation.
(ii) The normalized wave function of the ground state of the hydrogen atom rs given by

1-_
1""1

tP(r) = eao

Find the distance from the nucleus at rvhich the electron is most likely to be found.
(iii) Argue from uncertainty principle that only one component of the angular momentum ofthe electron should be quantized 

5+3+2=10
(b) tt' 

I-:l: 
o"wn the Schrcidinger equation for a iinear harmonic oscillaror having mass r7z,torce constant k and frequencl, r..
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(ii) Obtain the energy eigenvalues and eigenfunctions of the oscillator using the Frobenius
method. 1+9=10

(c) (i) Using vector model determine the possible terms correspondin-e io ttre principal

quantum numbers n = 3 and compute the angle between i and .i vectors for the

term 2Ds.

Given that the energy of a hydrogen like atom taking into account fine structure
corrections is of the form

Ent= Enlr,,'+(+-;)]
where n and I represent the principal and orbital angular momentum quantum number

respectively andu =.fr. Sfro* that for frxed, n the difference between the maximum

and rninimum energy as I varies from 0 to n - | is equal to En .n1rrff_tl' 6+4=tO

What was the purpose of the Stern-Gerlach experiment? Why is a non-uniform
magnetic field used in this experiment? In a Stern-Gerlach experiment, always a beam

of neutral atoms is used and not ions. - Explain why.

Elucidate the space quantization of elecfron spin and describe its demonstration by the
Stern-Gerlach experiment. (1+1+1)+(2+5)=19

(ii)

(d) (i)

(ii)


